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ABSTRACT 
Many organisations, companies and libraries started to use participatory webs to extend 
their services and engage more users. However, some librarians are still hesitated to 
implement participatory webs in their libraries, particularly in developing countries. This 
paper explores the advantages and disadvantages of participatory webs focusing on 
collaborative tagging. This paper draws from the literature of published articles 
discussing topics but not limited to participatory webs, participatory libraries, 
collaborative tagging, folksonomy and taxonomy. The advantages of implementation of 
the participatory webs in the library outweigh the disadvantages of it. Participatory webs 
do not necessarily mean the death of information organisation but it can supplement and 
improves information organisation in the library. This paper may help to broaden 
knowledge of LIS professionals in the implementation of participatory webs in the 
library. 
              KEYWORDS: Participatory Library, Collaborative Tagging, Folksonomy, Information 
Organisation, Participatory Webs 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The advances of Internet have blurred the barriers for users to participate in producing and 
organising content in the web. This leads to the proliferation of participatory webs (also known 
as Web 2.0) which permit users to merge their roles as authors, readers, and editors of the web 
content simultaneously.  
One feature of participatory webs is collaborative tagging. Collaborative tagging feature allows 
users to create their own tags for digital resources based on their needs. However, the 
implementation of collaborative tagging has caused pro and contra among information 
professionals. There is assumption that collaborative tagging reflects to the degrading of 
accuracy, quality and reliability of the content, and lack of structure, which will ‘kill’ the 
information organisation. This idea fits well with a study by OECD (2007) that argues there is 
concern arises of the participatory webs’ reliability and accuracy of information and illegal 
content because no authorised organisation control and acknowledge it. 
This article intends to explore the benefits and downsides of the implementation of collaborative 
tagging in libraries. Hopefully, this article will provide a better understanding about collaborative 
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tagging to broaden LIS professionals’ (especially in developing countries) knowledge and 
awareness of collaborative tagging implementation in libraries. 
2. PARTICIPATORY WEBS 
The concept of participatory webs is based on web services that enable users to be more active 
by creating, contributing, engaging in social interaction, collaborating content and expressing 
themselves through “user-created content” (OECD, 2007, p. 9; O’Reilly, 2005; Parameswaran & 
Whinston, 2007).  According to (Murugesan, 2007), participatory webs emphasise “peers’ social 
interaction and collective intelligence, and present new opportunities for leveraging the Web and 
engaging its users more effectively” (p. 34).  
Many companies and organisations have started to use participatory websites for a variety of 
purposes. For example, there have been studies on how companies use corporate Wikis as 
knowledge management tools (Arazy, et al., 2009; Hasan & Pfaff, 2007) and how a corporation 
used wikis to maximise its customer service (Wagner & Majchrzak, 2007). In Australia, Pugh 
(2010) explores the deployment of a wiki to provide a “virtual hub” within University of 
Queensland health branch libraries (p. 1).  The implementation of participatory web in many 
companies and organisations has encourages libraries to take advantage of. This has led to the 
concept of participatory library. 
3. PARTICPATORY LIBRARIES 
Participatory library is also known as Library 2.0 (Casey & Savastinuk, 2006; Chad & Miller, 
2005; Courtney, 2007; Sodt & Summey, 2009). Chad and Miller (2005) argue that “the concept 
of Library 2.0 builds upon all that has been best about libraries to date, harnesses technological 
potential and community capability in order to deliver valuable, valued and world-class services 
directly to those who stand to benefit from them, whether they (ever) physically enter a library 
building or not.” (p. 11). Moreover, Chad and Miller (2005, pp. 9–11) list the four principles of 
participatory library: 
 The library is everywhere 
 The library has no barriers 
 The library invites participation 
 The library uses flexible, best-of-breed systems 
From the participatory library principles mentioned above, it is clearly seen that there is no 
requirement of using participatory webs to create participatory library. However, the 
implementation of participatory webs will help library in maximising its services to fulfil the 
changing user needs (Casey & Savastinuk, 2006; King & Brown, 2009; Sodt & Summey, 2009; 
Stephens & Collins, 2007). 
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Many libraries use participatory webs to extend their services. For example, in 2010 the State 
Library of Queensland (SLQ) donated their out-of-copyright Queensland images to Wikimedia 
Commons. By sharing their images to Wikimedia Commons, public is able to find and use the 
images easier. Public can also help the SLQ in processing the images that can improve the access 
to it such as adding tags for the collections which leads to the concept of collaborative tagging.  
4. COLLABORATIVE TAGGING 
According to Savolainen (2007, p. 613), the interest in developing tools for 
“personal information management” has been increased since the late 1990s. Users demand a 
more active role in managing their information. One feature of a participatory catalogue is 
‘tagging’, which allows users to assign keywords, category names or metadata to content or a 
resource, indirectly classifying the resource (Guy & Tonkin, 2006). King and Brown (2009) 
define tagging as “a way to categorise the Web in personally meaningful ways, and tags are both 
browsable and searchable.” (p. 34). Similarly, Furner (2007) describes tagging as “the process by 
which the resources in a collection are tagged—i.e., assigned tags in the form of words, phrases, 
codes, or other strings of characters—with the dual intention (i) that the tags individually or 
collectively represent features of the tagged resources (or of resource–tagger relationships), and 
(ii) that such representations or descriptions may be exploited by search services that enable 
people to discover the particular resources that are of interest to them at particular times.” (p. 1). 
Commonly, classifying is performed by authorised classifiers or trained 
information professionals, such as authorised librarians or information managers. The 
participatory web permits users to create tags and categories for resources based on their own 
needs. Users are able to independently create terms they deem appropriate for their needs 
regardless of whether the terms are accurate or relevant to others’ needs. Tagging is not about 
accuracy, authority, and not about right or wrong, but about remembering and sense making 
based on users' needs (Golder & Huberman, 2005; Kroski, 2007).    
Collaborative tagging is also known as user tagging (Furner, 2007), social tagging (Strohmaier, 
et al., 2010), collaborative indexing (Peters & Stock, 2010) and social bookmarking (Golder & 
Huberman, 2006; Hammond, et al., 2005; Sen et al., 2006). Golder and Huberman (2006) define 
collaborative tagging as “the process by which many users add metadata in the form of keywords 
to shared content.” (p. 198). Similarly, Macgregor and McCulloch (2006) describe ‘collaborative 
tagging’ as “a practice whereby users assign uncontrolled keywords to information resources.” 
(p. 294). Another study by Furner (2007) defines collaborative tagging as “tagging done by the 
“users” of search services—i.e., by those whose participation in the resource discovery or 
information retrieval process has historically been limited to the expression of information needs 
and construction of search queries, stopping well short of the determination and recording of 
resource metadata.” (p. 1-2).  
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Furthermore, Furner, Smith, and Winget (as cited in Furner, 2007, p. 2) define the characteristics 
of collaborative tagging: 
a) User-oriented 
Tags for the resources in a given collection are generated by the members of the 
community of people who have a demonstrated interest in searching that collection, 
rather than by professional cataloguers or indexers who are tasked with tagging as a 
means to support others’ resource discovery. 
b) Empowering 
People who might in the past have been accustomed to searching databases by attempting 
to predict the descriptors used by “experts” are given the opportunity to record their own 
knowledge about resources. 
c) Democratic 
Taggers are not selected for their expertise by collection managers, but are self-selected 
according to taggers’ own interests and goals. 
d) Cheap 
Taggers typically volunteer their efforts at low or no cost to collection managers. 
e) Collaborative 
If only in the sense that any given record or description of a resource is potentially 
representative of the work of multiple people. 
f) Distributed 
No single person is required to tag all of the resources in a given collection. At the same 
time, no single resource needs to be tagged by all of the people in a given community. 
g) Dynamic 
The description of a given resource may change over time, as different people come to 
make their own judgments of its nature and importance. 
h) Instructive 
The descriptors supplied by taggers may be analysed with a view to learning about the 
kinds of aspects of resources that are interesting or significant for the members of the 
taggers’ community. 
Collaborative tagging has become an evolutionary way to organise information on the Web. 
Kroski (2007) states that participatory web “leverages on the user experiences and wisdom 
of crowds, the hive mind, in organising and categorising the Internet.” (p. 91). Similarly, 
Quintarelli and Shirky (as cited in Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006, p. 294) argue that “the 
emergence of ‘collaborative tagging’ is therefore considered by some as a useful way in which to 
supersede the subject indexing role of the information professional and to facilitate resource 
discovery and knowledge organisation over the Web”.    
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5. FOLKSONOMY vs. TAXONOMY 
Uncontrolled vocabulary as the result of collaborative tagging named as folksonomy. 
Kroski (2007) defines folksonomy as “a non-hierarchical ontology that is created as a natural 
result of user-added metadata or tagging.” (p. 94). In contrast to taxonomy (controlled 
vocabulary) which has strict rules and consensus, folksonomy permits users to classify with any 
term without worrying the rules, leading to a ‘bottom-up’ classification system. Shirky (as cited 
in Macgregor & McCulloch, 2006, p. 296) argues that “all users can participate and contribute 
their own personal vocabularies to generate a collaboratively built ‘‘bottom-up’’ vocabulary 
which more accurately reflects users’ conceptual model of the world around them.” Kroski 
(2007, pp. 94–99) lists the advantages and disadvantages of folksonomy. 
Folksonomy advantages: 
 Inclusiveness 
Folksonomy includes everyone’s vocabulary and reflect everyone’s needs 
without cultural, social, or political bias.   
 Currency 
Tagging-based systems offer a fluidity and currency that is not possible in a 
controlled, hierarchical taxonomy. Users create tags as quickly as they create content and 
they are immediately added to the ontology.  
 Discovery potential 
Folksonomy are predisposed to discovering unknown and unexpected resources 
to promote exploration and learning as users browse related topics, tags, and users.   
 Non-binary nature 
Folksonomy offers multifaceted category terms. 
 Self-moderation 
By its nature, folksonomy encourages users from an individual perspective to choose 
tags that appropriately describe items, which will help them in the future.  
 Follow ‘desire lines’ 
Folksonomy is an expression of the direct information needs and desires of the user. 
Folksonomy is the reflective of the way users categorise information. 
 Insight into user behaviour 
Folksonomy gives an opportunity to observe user behaviour and tagging patterns. 
 Community 
There is a spirit of sharing and community at work in user-based tagging sites. Everyone 
has a common goal to catalogue their own information, but also to share it with others. 
 Low cost 
The cost of creating a controlled vocabulary is quite high. Folksonomy provides a low 
cost alternative for cataloguing web resources. 
 Usability 
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Folksonomy offers bottom-up, user-centred classification which determines users’ 
information-seeking behaviour. 
 Resistance is futile 
Folksonomy is much more scalable from economic standpoint. 
In the other hand, folksonomy disadvantages are: 
 No synonym control 
In folksonomy, there is no controlled vocabulary. Therefore, one authoritative term does 
not exist to describe a concept or entity. 
 Lack of precision 
Folksonomy is discovery system without the powerful search capacity of a hierarchical 
taxonomy. Characteristically, folksonomy is going to have low precision rated. 
 Lack of hierarchy 
Folksonomy is a flat system. There are no categories and subcategories. 
 “Basic level” problem 
In folksonomy, users can include all terms that may apply to the entity when tagging 
without concern for whether it is a basic, more general or narrower terms. 
 Lack of recall 
Because of the lack of synonym control, a folksonomy search will not affect a complete 
results list because of the use of similar tags. 
 Susceptibility to ‘gaming’ 
Although popularised by invoking a spirit of cooperation among users, folksonomy is 
vulnerable as there are always those who do not play nice to others. 
Allowing users to modify the library catalogue created a “dilemma” for librarians because 
the library catalogue used to be created by information professionals using strict standards. 
Folksonomy on the other hand is about “as far from the mentality of the cataloging rules as 
you can possibly get.” (Coyle, 2007, p. 290). However, Shirky (as cited in Kroski, 2007, p. 98) 
argues that “folksonomies are a ‘forced move’, they are coming whether we like it or 
not.” Though there are concerns about vocabulary control, folksonomy is “user-oriented, 
and accommodates multiple viewpoints of a knowledge resource much better than does a 
single indexer, however professional.” (Hider & Harvey, 2008, p. 307). Shirky (as cited in 
Kroski, 2007, p. 98) makes this more explicit: in the web with “the absence of a professionally 
designed taxonomy, folksonomies are being viewed as a readily available, ‘better than nothing’, 
stand in.” Folksonomies make information on the web more browsable and searchable. User 
tagging allows users to easily seek the information they need using common terms, and without 
having to worry about the intricacy of the underlying mechanism of the cataloguing and indexing 
system (Kroski, 2007).  
A recent quantitative study by Cattuto et al. (2007) show that collaborative tagging was fairly 
accurate for users' purposes in categorising and organising information. Problems with user 
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tagging and folksonomy can be alleviated with non-anonymous tagging system. Folksonomy and 
lack of cohesion can be remedied by using features such as 'recommended tag' or weighted tag. 
Many studies showed that collaborative tagging was accurate enough for users' purpose in 
categorising information (Bianco, 2009; Cattuto et al., 2007; Good, et al., 2009).  Despite its 
disadvantages, folksonomy can supplement, even may improve, certain aspects of information 
organisation (Hammond et al., 2005). Furthermore, tagging is not about accuracy, authority, and 
not about right or wrong, but about remembering and sense-making based on users' needs 
(Golder & Huberman, 2005, para. 1; Kroski, 2007, p. 96). Librarians might as well adapt to it 
and take the advantages of both folksonomy and traditional information organisation systems and 
use it simultaneously to increase access to library collections.  
6. CONCLUSION 
Participatory webs act as a vehicle for both knowledgeable amateurs and experts to share and 
disseminate information (Haigh, 2011). As has been argued above, collaborative tagging as one 
feature of participatory webs does not necessarily kill the organisation of information. Used 
correctly and wisely, participatory webs can even improve the information organisation. 
Participatory webs leverage on the user experiences and wisdom of crowds, the hive mind, in 
organising and categorising the Internet (Kroski, 2007, p. 91). Whether we agree or not with the 
issues of participatory webs and the death of information organisation, many organisations and 
information providers have started to implement participatory within their information 
management system. Furthermore, users are growing accustomed to participatory webs. As LIS 
professionals, we might as well adapt to it and take the advantages of both participatory webs 
and traditional information organisation system and utilise both system simultaneously. 
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